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1-Title
Inspiring Minds:
creating community in the classroom
2-Statement of Intent / Issues
My desire is to focus my
sixth year project on a primary

project abstract
EXPANDED
proposal

educational facility. Over the past ﬁve
years, I have spent countless hours
engaged in the child’s environment.
I have volunteered in an after
school program at Elliot Elementary,
refereed YMCA basketball games,
co-lead a bible study for junior high
students, and spent two summers
as a day camp counselor working
with elementary students. Though
my past experiences have inﬂuenced
my thesis decision, it is my interest
in exploring how architecture is
perceived by the youngest of users
that has had the greatest impact on
my decision.
Spending one sixth of
their life or approximately 13 years
inside a classroom, students need
an environment that will inspire,
stimulate, and encourage learning.
Over the past one hundred years, few
changes have emerged with regard
to elementary school design. The
Learning Environments Campaign
Prospectus by the British Design
Council presented images depicting
the minimal changes that have
occurred in the British School system
from the early twentieth century to
the beginning of the twenty-ﬁrst.

abstract
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Schools still embody the notion that
a classroom is a holding cell for

3- Site Description
Omaha has expanded

children as they learn, rather than a

rapidly within the last decade. New

creative environment for stimulating

housing developments, shopping

the learning process. Improving the

centers, and commercial parks have

quality of the classroom is not only

emerged along the city’s periphery.

about improving the built environment,

The increase in new construction also

but also about bettering student

means an increase in population. As

performance and behavior. “The

families with young children move

need is to think of a school less as

farther west, the demand for new

a building and more as a community

schools will increase. On February

of individuals sharing learning

8, 2005, the Millard Public School

experiences and activities,” (Building

Board placed a new 78 million dollar

Futures).

school bond on the ballot, while the

Exploring the community

Omaha Public School District also

aspect of school design, Inspiring

announced intentions for new school

Minds is a project dedicated to

construction. The proposed Millard

understanding how an elementary

bond will accommodate for two new

school design can foster community

elementary schools, one located at

among the students, parents,

168th & Giles and the other at 190th

teachers, and society. The initial

& F, while the Omaha Public School

focus is to examine research

District’s plans for construction will

regarding current and evolving

include two new elementary schools

trends in community-based learning.

in northwest Omaha, one located near

The notion of community, however,

148th & Fort and the other yet to be

does stop at the classroom, but

determined. Using Omaha’s current

will be a design effort to engage

expansion needs and my desire to

the surrounding neighborhoods in

use current issues, I am proposing to

the celebration of learning through

use or select in close proximity to one

both supplemental recreational and

of the aforementioned sites.

educational amenities located near
and in the school. The aim is to

a) 168th & Giles and 148th & Fort

create an environment that residents

Located near Chalco Hills Lake and

can use throughout the year and

Recreation Park, the 168th and

beyond normal school hours. The

Giles site, positioned near existing

school will be a community of

recreational parkland, provides the

students in the building and a center

design an opportunity to explore

of community for the neighborhood.

the relationship between indoor and

abstract
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outdoor educational spaces. Making

site also embodies both the notion of

a connection between the school and

parkland connection, while also being

existing parkland is a design trajectory

immersed in the ongoing community

upcoming semester, I commit to the

addressed within the proposal. In

development.

NAAB criteria given by using the

addition, land north, east, and south

4-NAAB Commitment
In the course of the

following outline. I have divided my

of the site has undergone signiﬁcant

b) Site Selection

terminal project into four main areas;

residential development and within

Each site proposed addresses the

research phase, conceptual design,

six months since the initial site

expanding community. Located

design development, construction

visit, developers had razed and

on the fringes of new Omaha

documents. Criteria will duplicate

prepped the site for a new housing

development, the growing residential

where applicable under each heading.

development with land set aside for

areas have emerged and created

an elementary school. The ideal site

communities necessitating new

would embody both the notion of

educational facilities. The project’s

parkland connection, while also being

aim is to design a school that will

immersed in the ongoing community

be a learning and recreational

development.

center for the community, while also

Comparing the 148th &

incorporating access to existing

Fort and 168th & Giles site, both

outdoor parkland. Although each site

have similar characteristics. Located

embodied both notions, the project

near Standing Bear Lake and

desired a site that was near the new

Recreation Park, the second site,

housing, but not necessarily within

positioned within the Omaha Public

the new developments. An additional

School District, also provides the

site located on the southwest corner

opportunity to explore the relationship

of 132nd and Military Rd emerged

of indoor/outdoor spaces with regard

as another potential site that was

to educational areas. In contrast to

located near Standing Bear Lake

the Giles site, however, the 40-

and near, but separated from, new

acre land proposed for the Fort site

residential developments. In the initial

has already been set aside within

portion of the semester, the project

a current and recent residential

will again evaluate and explore the

development that has undergone

proposed sites, with emphasis being

signiﬁcant construction and is in the

placed on the 132nd and Military site

process of adding new residences.

seen in the aerial photograph. The

Land one mile south of the site has

site review was a process that had

an existing elementary school that

occurred during initial proposal, but

the new school would help to relieve

also extended into the semester as

some of the potential overcrowding.

the project trajectories evolved and

As mentioned with the Giles site, this

proposal took shape.
abstract
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NAAB Criteria Outline
a-Research Phase
1) Speaking and Writing Skills
2) Critical Thinking Skills
4) Research Skills
5) Formal Ordering Systems
11) Use of Precedents
12) Human Behavior
b-Conceptual Design
1) Speaking and Writing Skills
2) Critical Thinking Skills
3) Graphic Skills
5) Formal Ordering Systems
6) Fundamental Design Skills
12) Human Behavior
16) Program Preparation
17) Site Conditions
c-Design Development
2) Critical Thinking Skills
3) Graphic Skills
5) Formal Ordering Systems
6) Fundamental Design Skills
23) Building System Integration
28) Comprehensive Design
d-Construction Documents
2) Critical Thinking Skills
3) Graphic Skills
4) Research Skills
5) Formal Ordering Systems
6) Fundamental Design Skills
11) Use of Precedents
17) Site Conditions
23) Building System Integration
28) Comprehensive Design

abstract
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5-Method of Analysis

c) Research: the environment

a) Research: site analysis

Continuing to explore how children

Exploring the site through diagrams,

interact within the classroom,

mapping, and documentation, the

research will also look at the role that

research will address site issues

the outdoor environment plays in

relevant to the project. The objective

education. Increasing the classroom

is to identify the school’s location in

quality through day lighting, the

relation to master planning elements,

design objective is to improve a

such as playing ﬁelds, within the 45-

child’s physical surrounding and in

acre site. Through the site analysis

turn education. In addition, using the

phase, the research will address

outdoors as a secondary learning

topography, space programming,

environment will provide additional

views, access, and location as

areas in which to learn. Through

signiﬁcant issues pertaining to the

the initial site analysis, the diagrams

school positioning and land allocation.

will address sun direction and
shading requirements. The school

b) Research: creating community

environment is a learning center. The

Through research, my desire is to

objective has always been education,

identify and focus on a creating

but the aim is to understand how

a community environment within

learning can be expressed through

the elementary school, while

architecture and affect the creation

also providing community for the

of community among the students.

surrounding neighborhoods. In the

Enjoying the outdoors is not just an

initial portion of the semester, the

activity for after school activities, but

project will address current trends in

also an essential aspect in the hands-

community learning environments,

on, project-based education that

while also identifying additional factors

research trends suggest.

that contribute to creating community.
In Class Architecture, Michael Crosbie

d) The Program

states that learning can, and will,

Programmatically, the project will

take place in classrooms, but it also

use existing elementary schools as

takes place in hallways, cafeterias,

precedents for the initial program

conference rooms, gymnasiums, and

analysis. I believe the program will

(in many cases) at remote sites. This

adapt as my understanding of the

statement addresses the notion that

community and environment research

the community created is not bound to

develops. The program will explore

the classroom, but is an effort of the

the creation of a relationship between

entire built environment.

the nearby Standing Bear Lake and

abstract
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the school, with emphasis on both
visual connection and built form.
Overall, the proposed terminal project
will utilize the Omaha Public School
site and local issues to create a
suburban school that pushes beyond
traditional expectations with regard to
program and aesthetics.
6-The Precedents
Complementing the written
aspect of the terminal proposal are
several images [seen on opposite
page] that begin to epitomize my
thoughts for the form or style of an
atypical school. My desire is that
the school would have a distinctive
outward expression that would be
a reﬂection of both community and
environment.
submitted and approved 04/05, revised 09/05

abstract
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Exploring the community
aspect of school design, Inspiring
Minds is a project dedicated to
understanding how an elementary
school design can foster community
within the surrounding neighborhood,
environment, and classroom. The
initial focus examined research

introduction
PROJECT
deﬁnition

regarding current and evolving trends
in community-based learning, which
emphasized rethinking the traditional
education model. Continuing in the
community focus, the project explored
not only developing community in the
school, but also understanding the
relationship between school-based
and community-based functions. The
initial research and design endeavors
dealt with both school and community
areas, but the school space was the
primary focus with all community
elements developed to a schematic
level. Included in the schematic
development, the project executed
an overall site plan, including
supplemental recreation areas. The
overall project scope proved to be a
large undertaking, but still presented
a cohesive design approach. The
three objectives leading the design
emphasized creating community in
the neighborhood, in the environment,
and in the classroom.

introduction

xii

introduction

xiii
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Inspiring Mind’s initial focus
examined research regarding current
and evolving trends in communitybased learning. By exploring text
written by educational researchers,
the project aimed to develop a
foundational understanding of

|re|searching
EDUCATION
models

the child’s learning environment.
Comparing and contrasting traditional
and emerging education models
not only allowed the project to
identify potential shortcomings in
current educational practices, but
also to explore suggestions for
improvement. As an expert panelist
for the British Design Council
Learning Environments Campaign,
Mike Gibbons believes, “We must
not make the mistake of building 21st
century schools based on our 20th
century concept of schooling.” A
need for change has emerged and
researchers have reevaluated the
role the built environment plays in
education. Schools have often view
the classroom as a holding cell for
children as they learn rather than a
creative environment for stimulating
the learning process. “Learning
spaces should be inspirational,” writes
Jennie Winhall, a design strategist for
the British Design Council. Improving
the quality of the classroom and
school at large is not only about
aesthetically improving the built
environment, but also about bettering
student performance and behavior.

|re|searching
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Few educators and
architects have challenged the
accepted norm in classroom and
school design over the last century.
In classrooms, students still sit in rows
of desks and gaze intently towards
the front as the teacher instructs the

traditional
EDUCATION
model

class. Throughout the 19th and 20th
centuries, education was done to
students rather than by the students
(Learning Environments). Seated in
desks throughout the majority of the
day, children passively sit by as the
teacher leads the class through daily
lessons. Students spend limited time
engaged in project-based learning
and instead focus on lecture-based
learning. The traditional model
for classroom layout and design
facilitates the current methodology.
The classroom functions as place to
educate rather than to learn.
Following a similar notion,
hallways function as a means
to circulate rather than to learn.
Hallways serve a utilitarian purpose
and are not a part of the traditional
education model. Walking through
the long hallways, lined with lockers
on either side, students experience an
environment which does not promote
interaction, but instead encourages
students to avoid lingering in the
corridors. Interaction between
students from various classrooms
brieﬂy occurs during restroom
breaks, recess, and lunchtime,
but administrators even precisely

|re|searching
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schedule these events to avoid spatial

parents, is unwelcome during school

classroom and school design will

congestion. Hallways do have the

hours. Even after school hours,

improve student performance and

space or means to operate as a place

the traditional school model seems

behavior. The description above

to learn in the traditional model.

distant and unapproachable. The

emphasizes the weaknesses in the

long mundane hallways seen during

traditional model and is a springboard

circulation spine within the school,

the day become even more desolate

for understanding the emerging

designers and educators arrange the

during the evening, illuminated only by

model’s suggestions for education

classrooms in a linear format that

poor ﬂuorescent lighting. The school

reform. Alterations may occur to

creates uniformity. No delineation

operates much like a local business;

the education delivery method and

exists between different grade

opening the doors at 8am and locking

community involvement, but many

levels, thus forming a continuous

them back up around 5pm. A strong

of the issues are design related. By

strip of standardized rooms. Falling

separation exists between a child’s

evaluating classroom design, school

at the ends of the classroom lines,

school-life and community-life within

layout, community space, and the

secondary resources (library,

the traditional model.

natural environment, Inspiring Minds

Using the hallways as a

computer lab, gym) become lost in

The traditional model

the corridor sameness. Isolated from

not only separates school from

use, the computer lab is a distant tool

community, but also detaches indoors

that a needs a special trip, requiring

from outdoors. The model places little

students to be quiet, line up, and

emphasis on incorporating the natural

walk the long hallway. The other

environment into the classroom

secondary amenities form a central

education. Only during recess,

core that uses circulation space as

occasional ﬁeld trips, and gym-time

a functional element. Administration

do students have the opportunity

space near the front door keeps

to explore the outdoors. Access to

watch on security and welcomes

the outside occurs at the ends of

visitors. The overall central core,

the long corridors and educators

however, does not create an inviting

seldom use the exits during class

atmosphere.

time. In addition, the traditional

Limiting interaction is not

model primarily uses artiﬁcial lighting

the traditional model’s aim, but rather

to illuminate both the classroom and

a byproduct of the design. The

secondary spaces. Windows along

design creates an environment that

the periphery do not provide sufﬁcient

discourages community interaction by

natural lighting into the room and help

providing limited, if any, space serving

facilitate the institutional feel.

the public from the surrounding

Though educators have

neighborhoods. The programmatic

used the traditional model for

decision implies that interaction from

over one hundred years, research

outside community members, such as

suggests that reform to both the
|re|searching
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focuses on developing a school
addressing these ideas.

Within the past decade, new
education models have emerged
challenging the traditional education
model. Learning is no longer bound
to a desk. “Current research and
practice emphasize new educational
models that are characterized by

emerging
EDUCATION
model

active student participation rather
than passive listening and watching.
New models include such strategies
as cooperative, project based, and
interdisciplinary learning. They
require that students move about,
work in groups of various sizes, and
be active” (Bingler). The new model
places emphasis on a classroom
where “knowledge is discovered and
discussed, rather than a room where
information is simply transferred
from teacher to students” (Butin).
However, the emerging model does
not entirely dismiss large group
instruction, but rather suggests the
classroom design encourage teachers
to move throughout the room and
interact with students.
The emerging model not only
addresses how students learn, but
also where children learn. “Learning
can, and will, take place in the
classrooms, but it also takes place
in hallways, cafeterias, conference
rooms, gymnasiums, and (in many
cases) at remote sites” (Crosbie). A
considerable shift has occurred in the
allocation of hallway space. Seen
as secondary learning environments,
hallways now not only function as

|re|searching
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circulation, but also computer labs,

where school is central to the life and

student alertness and decrease

small group space, and resource

learning of the community, accessible

psychological stress (Butin). Susan

areas. The evolving hallway design

beyond traditional school hours.”

Black in Building Blocks suggests

encourages interaction between

Education researchers understand

that “the word about lighting is

students of different classes, while

the increased need to incorporate

spreading…North Carolina’s state

also becoming an extension of the

community areas into school design.

board of education now requires that

classroom. Contrasting the previous

Allowing computers lab, libraries, and

windows be equivalent to at least 6

linear classroom arrangement, which

gymnasiums to double as both school

percent, and preferably 8 percent,

viewed classrooms as separate

and public areas allows community

of a classroom’s total ﬂoor space.”

environments, the emerging model

members to take ownership in

The new model addresses access to

emphasizes a cluster arrangement

the facility. In addition, providing

outdoor environments and stresses

grouping classrooms around common

public spaces near the classroom

increased school daylighting in order

resources. Classroom clusters

encourages parents and citizens to

to improve students’ education.

improve community by creating

help in the learning process.

grade-level “blocks” within the school

Emerging education models

Whether improving
daylighting conditions or clustering

environment. An Exemplar Design

understand not only the importance

classrooms, the emerging education

user group found that cluster layouts

of classroom design, school layout,

model addresses issues pertinent to

enhanced a feeling of belonging for

and community interaction, but also

today’s education system. “It is often

each class and allowed students to be

the natural environment. In the same

said that an Edwardian doctor visiting

a part of a smaller community within

way hallways function as a secondary

a modern hospital would be unable

the larger student body.

learning environment, the natural

to recognize it as his former place of

environment provides additional

work, but that his teaching equivalent

focuses on not only the student, but

learning space. Cheryl Corson in

arriving in a modern classroom could

also the surrounding neighborhood

Learning by Design 2004 emphasizes

pick up his chalk and start teaching”

residents. “The need is to think of a

a student’s recreational, social, and

(Learning Environments). The

school as less a building and more

academic need to be engaged in the

emerging model does not intend to

as a community of individuals sharing

outdoors. “Evidence suggests that

revolutionize the education systems,

learning experiences and activities,”

experiential, inquiry-based outdoor

but rather evolve and modify current

(Building Futures). Steven Bingler

learning reinforces the text-based

ideas in order to help students learn

in Schools as Centers of Community

curriculum and deepens students’

in the 21st century. From linear

comments, “Educational research

understanding of core academic

hallways to classroom clusters, from

calls for removing some of the

concepts” (Corson). In the emerging

an absence of public space to an

traditional barriers between school

model, each classroom or cluster has

abundance of community space,

and non-school life, and between

access to outdoor classroom areas,

and from limited natural access to

school and community. Students

which then transitions into larger open

inclusive outdoor learning spaces,

achieve better in environments where

spaces. The beneﬁt of the outdoor

the emerging models proposes

lifelong learning is a community value,

environment and natural light has

an elementary school full of life,

where everyone is a learner, and

also been suggested to increase

inspiration, and community.

The emerging model

|re|searching
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traditional education model

school layout

public interation

natur al envir onment
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emerging education model

school layout

public interation

natur al envir onment
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Focusing on emerging model
precedents, the study selected four
elementary schools exemplifying
community or cluster-based
classroom arrangements. The study’s
purpose was to examine each plan
functionally in order to develop an

|re|searching
EMERGING
precedents

understanding of existing elementary
schools using emerging model ideas.
Each school selected, excluding
Snoqualmie Elementary, has received
design recognition in education
architecture from Design Share, an
international forum for innovative
schools. Design Share and School
Construction News sponsor annual
Design Awards in seven categories
of learning environments, including
elementary schools. Harold G
Fearn and West Haven received
the second and third highest award
respectively, out of four possible
categories. The primary reason for
precedent selection, however, did
not rest entirely on merit, but on the
school demonstrating emerging model
principles with regard to classroom
clustering. The following pages
analyze the programmatic layout
within each precedent plan.

|re|searching
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h.h. richardson elementary school
north easton, massachusetts
148000 sq ft
1250 students, grades 4-6

harold g fearn elementary school
north aurora, illinois
58000 sq ft
600 students, grades k-5

west haven elementary school
west haven, utah
84550 sq ft
900 students, grades k-6

snoqualmie elementary school
snoqualmie, washington
58793 sq ft
529 students, grades pk-5

|re|searching
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The diagrammatic study analyzes the
spatial relationship between circulation,
community, service, and classroom
spaces within the emerging precedents.
The red dot indicates the entry, the black
outline represents the classroom clusters,
and the solid black form represents the
space examined within each category.
The exercise served as a means to
document similarities in the emerging
precedent plans.

|re|searching
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The program outlines the spatial
requirements for a K-6 Elementary School
accommodating 480 students @ sixteen
students/classroom. (Kindergarten has
two 16-student classes per day).

opposite top
A matrix series identifying spatial
adjacency within the emerging precedent
plans.
opposite bottom
Composite diagram based on previous
matrix analysis and information. Solid
lines indicate directly adjacent conditions
and dashed lines suggest close, but not
necessarily adjacent, spatial relationships.

Space

Area (Sq Ft)

# Required

Total Sq Ft

K-half day

1500

3

4500

1st-3rd

1150

12

13800

4th-6th

1150

12

13800

Art Room

1250

1

1250

Music Room-Vocal

1750

1

1750

Music Room-Inst.

900

1

900

Gymnasium

6800

1

6800

Multipurpose (PE)

2500

1

2500

Cafeteria

2500

1

2500

Food Service

850

1

850

Teacher Prep

200

5

1000

Teacher Lounge

500

1

500

Counseling

150

2

300

Health Ofﬁce

500

1

500

Administration

2700

1

2700

Multiuse Room

150

4

600

Multiuse Room

500

1

500

Family Services

150

1

150

Community Room

550

1

550

Parent Workspace

150

1

150

Storage

1300

1

1300

Building Services

900

1

900
67000 & 95714

Total & Total/.7

The table outlines a spatial program for
the 45-acre (1,960,200 sq ft) site located
on the SW corner of 132nd St and Military
Rd. The built area equals approximately
13.4% of the total available land, but does
not include supplemental areas.

Space

Area (Sq Ft)

# Required

Total Sq Ft

School

96000

1

96000

Child Center

4000

1

4000

Community Center

15000

1

15000

Library

15000

1

15000

Baseball Diamond

40000

2

80000

Soccer Fields

49500

1

49500

Playground

-

-

-

Bike Paths

-

-

-

Parking

-

250 stalls

259500

Total
|re|searching
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SiTE STUDY

During spring2005, the
Omaha Public School District
announced its intentions for new
school construction in Northwest
Omaha. The proposed plan included
two new elementary schools, one
located near 148th & Fort St and

site study
NORTHWEST
omaha

the other yet to be determined.
Inspiring Minds’ utilized the district’s
recommendation for additional
schools in Northwest Omaha, but
selected a site northeast of the
indicated 148th & Fort St site. During
site selection, which occurred during
the forefront of the fall semester, the
45-acre site on the southwest corner
of 132nd & Military Rd emerged as
the desired site. Selected for its
adjacency to Standing Bear Lake,
the site boasts expansive views in all
directions. The site will be a small
community area nestled in openness
and parkland and bounded by the lake
to the south, acreages to the west,
and ﬂoodplain to the north and east.
A new elementary school should help
relieve attendance from neighboring
elementary schools, Prairie Wind
and Standing Bear, while serving
students in developing residential
areas located in the attendance
zone indicated on the map. -- The
following site study analyzes the site
with respect to adjacent land uses,
site topography, photo documentation,
and site views, documenting current
conditions and identifying site
strengths and weaknesses.

site study

19

site study

20

military road

site study

21

132nd street
fort street

site study

22

site study

23

opposite
Diagram examining current land use
surrounding site.

Current 9-block residential development
diagram. Area east-west from 120th St
to 156th St and south-north from Maple
St to State St included in analysis. Black
areas represent housing and white voids
indicate all other land uses.

Potential 9-block residential development
diagram. With the increasing demand
for new residential areas in Northwest
Omaha, housing has the potential to
consume current agricultural land and
ﬁll in land north of the proposed site.
Remaining large white areas often
represent parkland or ﬂoodplain.

site study

24

NORTH ^

NORTH ^

NORTH ^
site study
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above
Slope diagram of site, created to help
determine appropriate building placement.
right
Site model with east-west site sections.
opposite top
Topographic gradient map highlights the
elevation change within and adjacent
to the site. Black contour lines occur at
10-foot increments and white lines every
two feet. Darker shades indicate the
lower elevations, while lighter tones show
higher elevations.
opposite bottom
Site analysis identiﬁes project-pertinent
site conditions.
site study

26

site study
PHOTOGRAPH
documentation

Southwest aerial photograph across site
and Standing Bear Lake.

site study

27

site study

29

above
Northwest aerial photograph including
Standing Bear Park and Lake and
proposed site near upper right corner.
opposite
East aerial photograph from 144th St on
bottom to 132nd St on top with Military Rd
running along the left edge.
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opposite top
Panoramic photograph taken from site
center, panning east to west. Colored
photograph area indicates desired
viewing direction and smaller rectangle
subset bounds the most desirable view
across Standing Bear Lake.
opposite center
Diagram documenting less desirable to
more desirable views across Standing
Bear Lake and adjacent areas.
below and opposite bottom
Panoramic photograph taken from trail
between site and Standing Bear Lake.
View pans from south [left] to north [right].

site study
PHYSICAL
model

opposite top
Southwest view across physical model
documenting the existing contours. Each
contour represents six feet in elevation
change. Model scale 1”=250’.
opposite bottom
North view across physical model
documenting the existing contours. Each
contour represents six feet in elevation
change. Model scale 1”=250’.
next page
Southeast view across site with text
identifying site and Standing Bear Lake.

site study
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DESiGN iDEA

Exploring the community
aspect of school design, Inspiring
Minds is a project dedicated to
understanding how an elementary
school design can foster community
within the neighborhood, environment,
and classroom. Driving the project’s

design idea
EXPLORING
community

schematic design was an exploration
in creating community on multiple
levels. The ﬁrst objective, creating
community in the neighborhood,
focused on the relationship between
community-based and school-based
spaces. Objective one helped
deﬁne the separation/ integration of
functions, address intimacy levels
within the form, and diagram the
“rhythm, pull, link, and separate”
design process. The second
objective, creating community in
the environment, explored the
relationship between the outdoor
and school environments. Objective
two helped integrate the form within
the site by using existing topography
and slope. The third objective,
creating community in the classroom,
dealt with the relationship between
classrooms and clusters. Objective
three helped generate classroom
conﬁgurations, using winged
classroom groups and activity cores.
Carrying the objectives through the
entire design, the objectives served
as a means to outline the project. The
following documents the schematic
design and design idea development
through Fall2005.

design idea
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Community Relationship: Exploring
the relationship between communitybased and school-based spaces, the
project identiﬁed three community
relationship categories. The ﬁrst
represents a campus-like approach
with an external circulation system.
Each function placed in independent
buildings. The second relationship
depicts separate buildings operating
as a connected unit with a common
internal circulation system. The third,
however, uniﬁes all functions and
appears as a one building.
Scale and Scope: The project
addresses varying scale levels,
which relate to the users’ sense of
belonging. The desire is to break
down the large school environment
and provide transitions from open
public areas to more intimate,
personal spaces. The levels used
follow a city’s scale and scope. Like
a city, the building and site spaces
operate as a collective system with a
common circulation network. Within
the “city” are multiple neighborhoods,
which have the ability to function
independently, but remain a part
of the collective whole. The library,
school, and community center are
the neighborhoods. Within each
neighborhood are blocks and homes.
Blocks represent subcategories, such
as administration, while homes are
the classrooms. Overall, the city
analogy depicts the multiple intimacy
levels occurring within the forms.
design idea
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Community Relationship Selection:
Evaluating each of the community

pattern. The linking and separating

relationship categories, the project

relationship two’s opposing nature,

chose to pursue the second

separation and uniﬁcation. A balance

community relationship option using

must occur between linking the

separate, but connected spaces.

buildings together and providing

After reviewing the options, the

distinction among the spaces.

moves represent the community

project determined the need for
distinction between various area.
Users approaching community spaces
should not feel as if entering a school
and vice versa. The solution should
not be to blur the spatial boundaries
by complete uniﬁcation, but rather be
an effort to preserve individualism.
In a warmer climate setting, the
campus approach [category
one] provides the most ﬂexible
situation. In Nebraska’s climate,
however, the project considered an
elementary student’s need to access
supplementary resources, such as
the library, without exiting the school.
Thus, the relationship chosen used
the “separated, but connected”
community relationship.
Diagramming: The design diagram
separates the building functions
into two categories, community and
school, represented by the two tones.
The diagram creates a school/
community/school/community rhythm,
integrating the functions. Once in
place, the spaces pull, link, and
separate. These actions allow the
design to group visually the functions
pulled in a common direction, while
still maintaining the alternating
design idea
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opposite top
Schematic section reveals how the four
buildings descend into the site at two
feet increments. The change in elevation
amounts to six feet.
opposite bottom
Exploded function diagram showing
the relationship between the library,
community center, school wings, and
circulation spine.
left top
Regulating view diagram.
left bottom
Gesturing diagram.

regulating views

gesturing
design idea
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note: The two left diagrams show
three ideas. First, the building rotates
at 10-degree intervals following the
contour ridge. Second, the regulating
view diagram shows how the separation
between buildings creates views through
the forms and across the lake’s peninsula.
Third, the gesturing diagram shows the
school elements extending towards
the park and the community functions
gesturing towards the city.

design idea
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above, opposite top & bottom
Soap model [1”=60’] formed to
understand the existing topography
and allow for manipulation. The site
impressions show the building footprints.

design idea
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SITE PLAN. SCALE 1”=300’ . NORTH^

design idea
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above
South site model perspective.
opposite
West site model perspective.
below
Southeast site model perpsective.

design idea
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above, below, opposite top & bottom
Physical model [1”=60’] created to
visualize the relationship between the four
forms and between the building and the
site. The model expresses the regulating
and gesturing ideas explored on page 47.

design idea
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above
Upper ﬂoor plan. Scale 1”=100’.
left
Lower ﬂoor plan. Scale 1”=100’.
opposite
Ground ﬂoor plan on site. Scale 1”=100’.
note:
Plans with room legends located on page
71-72 in the Design Development section.
Plan details found on page 76 & 82 in
Interstitial Space and Classroom Block
subsections.
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DESiGN DEVELOPMENT

design development
EXTERIOR
form

opposite top
Initial schematic design produced by
beginning of spring semester.
opposite bottom
Final design realization completed near
end of spring semester.
note:
Through a progression of threedimensional model studies, the following
pages provide an overview of the design
transformation.

design development
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The images shown are
a series of models showing the
successive form development through
design iterations. The overall
process represented documents the
form study progression, but does
not suggest an all-inclusive process.

ﬁrst

The second image reveals the
ﬁrst exploration in breaking down
the box forms. The third image
then explores the steel joist framing
structure. Though not realized all at
once, the fourth image, created a
month after the previous, realizes the
main objective, addressing multiple
transparency conditions. The ﬁfth,
sixth, and seventh images were

second

studies reevaluating the interstitial
space and roof form. Though the
ﬁnal design decision employed
utilized ideas formed in the fourth
image, the time spent reevaluating
the form validated the ﬁnal design,
which treated the interstitial roof
form as three separate “canopies”
hovering over the open public
spaces. Bounded by glass on all

third

sides, the interstitial roof form ﬁts
between and over the modular block
units. The overall process through
models mainly served as a means to
explore the roof form. In addition to
this endeavor, however, the second
and fourth image depicts a study
in classroom transparency and form
articulation within the function blocks.

fourth
design development
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ﬁfth

sixth

seventh

eighth
design development
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above, opposite top & bottom
Portions of Northwest elevation at 1”=16’.
below
Northwest elevation at 1”=80’.
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above, opposite top & bottom
Portions of Section a-a at 1”=16’.
below
Section a-a at 1”=80’.
note:
Section a-a cuts through the interstitial
space near the school entry and reveals
the north school wing’s southeast
elevation, both interior and exterior.
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above, opposite top, center, & bottom
Exterior perspectives correlating to view
diagram below.
below
View diagram for exterior perspectives.

design development
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above
Upper ﬂoor plan. Scale 1”=100’.
left
Lower ﬂoor plan. Scale 1”=100’.
opposite top
Ground ﬂoor plan. Scale 1”=100’.
opposite bottom
Room legend for all plans. Areas divided
by blocks within the community [green]
and school [blue] categories.
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The interstitial space is the
glue that binds the four neighborhood
wings together. Winding through the
forms, the space links the community
and school spaces with an internal
circulation spine. The buildings’
material, however, remains the same

design development
INTERSTITIAL
space

from exterior to interior, allowing the
interstitial space to appear as both
interior and semi-exterior space. The
roofs hover above or between the
wings, forming canopy-like structures.
Columns run inside the periphery of
the exterior walls, but remain hidden
on the interior edges along the
wings. The objective is to establish
a dependent, yet independent
condition. The wings support the
roofs, but the roofs do not appear
entirely dependent on the wings for
support. Adding to the interior/exterior
condition, the interstitial space has
glass wall façades on all external
edges. This transparency allows for
unobstructed views across the lake
from the main public space and sight
lines through the established viewing
angles between the buildings (see
page 47). The interstitial space
transitions from transparent interior
conditions to expansive exterior
spaces formed in the negative space
between the wings. Overall, the
interstitial space creates a balance
between interior/exterior experiences
through transparency, material use,
roof structure, and interior/exterior
spatial transitions.
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above
Interior view looking down from
the north school wing’s upper ﬂoor
towards interstitial space. Perspective
emphasizes the bridge connection
between school wings, corner condition
on library, and glass façade connection to
roof and wings.
below
View from school entry towards main
public space and park landscape.
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above
Removing the main roof structure, the
aerial view captures the interstitial space’s
interior condition.
opposite
Floor plan detail.
below
Portion of Section a-a through interstitial
space. The section depicts the canopylike roof form and transparent façade
treatment.
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design development
CLASSROOM
block
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Intermixed pod diagram explaining the
hierarchical classroom arrangement.
Grade 4-6 sets located on upper level,
while grade 1-3 sets found on lower
levels. Within each set, the diagram
suggests the opportunity for grade
blending within the cluster, but not the
individual classroom.

opposite top
Typical classroom cluster.
opposite bottom
Section b-b through north school wing at
classroom area. Text shows the grade
set dispersion.

Cluster diagram created to identify the
desire to arrange classroom groups
around core activity area.
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Few educators and architects
have challenged the accepted norm in
classroom and
above Few educators and architects
Grade
4-6 classroom.
Interior view
have challenged
the accepted
norm in
towards
double-skin
façade
shows the
classroom and
design’s transparency expression.
left
Portion of Few
section
b-b through
the exterior
educators
and architects
classroom
skin
at
1”=8’.
have challenged the accepted norm in
classroom and
opposite
Physical model view from site towards
exterior classroom façade on northwest
corner of north school wing.
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design development
PHYSICAL
model

opposite top
Northwest aerial view.
opposite bottom
South aerial view.
next pages
View from south bike path towards
outdoor school plaza, north school wing,
and interstitial space.
note:
Physical model scaled at 1”=30’. Model
size equal 22”x28” [actual site dimensions
are 660’x840’].
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opposite top
Front [northeast] elevation.
opposite center
West / Northwest aerial view.
opposite bottom
View from west school parking entrance
towards bus drop-off path and school
entry.
right
View towards south school wing and
interstitial space from outdoor area
between school wings.
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View towards school entrance from path
adjacent to school parking lot.
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DOCUMENTATiON

documentation
FALL SEMESTER
presentation

documentation

95

documentation
SPRING SEMESTER
presentation

documentation
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opposite top
[Gray] Boards represented compilation
of fall semester work with minor
modiﬁcations.
opposite bottom left
[Green] Boards used for section and
elevation drawings
opposite bottom right
[Orange] Boards depicted exterior and
interior perspective drawings.
left
[Blue] Boards reserved for ﬁnal plan
drawings.
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FiNAL THOUGHTS

Inspiring Minds began
with a desire to explore the child’s
learning environment, but evolved
into a project of a much larger scale.
Reﬂecting on the work produced, I
am pleased with the outcomes and
cohesive design. The cohesiveness
depicted, however, does not correctly

ﬁnal thoughts
PROJECT
conclusion

represent the process occurring
throughout the study. A collection
of sketches, loose-leaf paper, and
notebook scribbles more accurately
depict the wrestling with ideas I
encountered during my explorations.
The book reveals one thought
stream, though several existed
as a compilation of ideas. The
three community objectives’ clarity,
however, helped deﬁne the project’s
focus and present a uniﬁed idea.
Though the ﬁnal design is
strong solution, given the opportunity
to readdress certain issues, I would
have decreased the project’s scale,
in order to focus more on the school’s
interior condition. The text preceding
the design in the |re|searching
phase clearly outlines the pertinent
design issues, which some may
have received slighted attention in
the overall scheme. The hallway
and classroom character, though
considered, could have developed
further. Some internalized ideas
did not reach fruition, but remained
schematic thoughts. Overall, though, I
believe the paths taken helped create
a successful architectural realization.

ﬁnal thoughts
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